TEXAS QUAIL&HELICOPTER HOG
COMBO HUNT
Divid ed Fin d Ra n ch & L od ge
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TEXAS BLUE &
BOBWHITE QUAIL
HUNTING
The ranch has been sculpted with the quail
hunter in mind. The lodge, meals and
facilities have been created for our guests to
enjoy relax and experience Texas Quail
Hunting like it should be. The guided quail
hunts at our ranch are tailored for the hunter
that demands the wild bird experience.
We have a great population of quail approximately 70% Bobwhite and 30% Blue
Quail is our standard.
The order will be a combination of wild birds
supplemented with liberated birds.
Sample Itinerary:
Day One (Half Day):
• Arrive mid-day
• Afternoon Quail Hunt
• Hors d'oeuvres and Dinner
• Overnight Lodging
Day Two (Full Day):
• Breakfast
• Morning Quail Hunt
• Lunch
• Afternoon Quail Hunt
• Hors d'oeuvres and Dinner
• Overnight Lodging
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HELICOPTER
HOG HUNTING
Helicopter Hog Hunting is the only year- round
feral hog hunting business in the U.S. We offer a
full-time staff, helicopters to choose from and 2.5
million acres of West Texas helicopter hog
hunting land to choose from.
Wild hogs are among the most destructive
invasive species in the United States today. Two
to six million of the animals are wreaking havoc
in at least 39 states and four Canadian provinces;
half are in Texas, where they do an estimated
$400 million in damages annually.
There are now an estimated 2.6 million hogs in
Texas, more than anywhere else in the United
States. Their foraging causes millions in annual
agricultural damage.
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ACCOMMODATIONS
Divided Find Ranch & Lodge

The ranch is a comfortable combination of ranch decor combined with a rich Texas flair. We have created a warm relaxing
environment that all hunters will enjoy. The lodges are all modern and comfortable. Each lodge has its own decor and
feel. Our chef prepares every dish with care to ensure our customers enjoy the best dining experience possible. Casual,
everyday style food made from fresh, natural ingredients.
We have a custom-built dining hall with a full sports bar. Hunt during the day and enjoy socializing in the evening. We
also have a fire pit where you can swap stories and enjoy West Texas hospitality in front of a roaring fire.
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DA T E S & PR IC ING
Prime Season - November – February
Off Season – October, March –April 15
TEXAS QUAIL & HELICOPTER
HOG COMBO HUNTING
PACKAGE:
$4475 per hunter – 3 Quail hunts/1-2 Hour
Helicopter Hog Hunt/3 Nights Lodging
$6875 per hunter – 5 Quail hunts/1-2 Hour
Helicopter Hog Hunt/4 Nights Lodging
*Pricing based on Double Occupancy

INCLUDED IN RANCH PACKAGE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professionally guided quail hunts and
Helicopter Hog Hunt
Lodging with all meals prepared by our onsite
chef – Double Occupancy
Up to 12 birds per hunter per hunt
Unlimited Ammunition for quail & hog hunt
Private hunting property
Professional guide with dogs
Bird Processing and packaging
Ranch Tour with side-by-side UTV’s
Access to Trap, Skeet, 5-Stand and 1600-yardlong rifle range
Sports bars and fire pit
Satellite television/WIFI Access
Transportation to the Ranch from San Angelo
Airport

ADD-ONS AVAILABLE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional Quail Hunts $690 per hunter
Extra Night Lodging - Ranch Package Lodging $350
night
6+ hunter group will get the lodge exclusively
Helicopter Hog Hunting 2 hours $1975 per hunter
minimum 2 hunters
Helicopter Target Experience
Exotic add on Black Buck and Axis $3500, Dall, Blk
Hawaiian, Red and Corsican Sheep $2500

NOT INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•

Any Airfare
Alcohol (liquor store stop available upon
request)
Hunting License
Staff and Guide Gratuity
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C O R P O R A T E EV E N T S

Any event sponsored by a company that targets its
employees or clients can be called a corporate event.
Unlike most traditional corporate events, we offer a
weekend event unlike anything you have ever experienced
before.

There is no better way to build a long-lasting bond with
your team than taking them to our 2.5 million acres of
hunting land. Forget the hotel retreat with continental
breakfast, grueling conference room meetings and site
seeing activities.

The goal of most corporate events is to build trust,
teamwork, recognize achievements and build tight
connections with new or loyal clients. Imagine the shared
experience and the bonds that can be built when you
combine your dedicated team of professionals with ours!

CORPORATE MEETING GAMES

MEETING, DINNERS AND FULL
METAL ACTIVITIES

Your standard corporate event planner may have some
pre-planned games or activities in place. We actually
don’t have any set corporate meeting games. Take the
meeting notes and use them to start a fire in the fire pit,
then head over to the rifle range and pop off a few
rounds to warm up before the hunt.

We have a full-time staff of trained professionals that
include experienced pilots, marksmen, guides and our
own personal chef. We never mix groups, so you don’t
have to worry about anyone interrupting your time here.
This will give you the time you need to have that one on
one time as well as group bonding.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom cooked meals all day
Aerial target practice
Rifle and Pistol Range
ATV Tours & Hunting
Bow Hunting
Sports Bar
Fire pits
Trap & Skeet
Machine guns
Rifles
Shotguns
Handguns
No neighbors
No interruptions
24/7 staff on site
OH… and there is a private meeting room that
you can use when you want to go over the
numbers.
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REVIEWS

Great experience and a great time. Everyone was very good to be around and were very welcoming. The hunt was
really fun and the lodge experience was perfect. Chef’s food was top notch, the guides were great and they all showed us
the ins and outs of the hunt and got us prepared. I would recommend anyone do this - the experience was awesome.
Thanks again!

The team is the best of the best. Great accommodations, excellent food and phenomenal hunting. Their focus on
service and expertise in hunting make for an exceptional quail hunting experience. We look forward to planning
another hunt soon!

Unbelievable, this is first rate hunting with the best dogs and staff. You will absolutely not be disappointed. The staff
is amazing and could not do more to take care of us and make us feel at home. The moment you take off to go on the
hunt, you will know it is worth every dollar. We are going back to do it again.

Great experience, period. I was looking for a short and well-priced hunt without lots of bells and whistles and this
was it! (Although they can really roll out the red carpet if you want.) Our guide delivered the perfect level of
introduction to what we were going to be doing by making the instruction simple and clear. The hunt was a little slow
finding the game, (remember guys it's still hunting) but once we found targets (and we found MANY) things got
exciting really quick!
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